
Colab Workshop 
Tokyo

Monday – Wednesday: Field study – visits with interviews  

Thursday: Workshop with people from industry, students 
and researchers 

Friday: Follow-up meeting w university representatives



• Around 60 members 

• 15-20 come each day to do craft and 
contribute to the local community

Baba lab



• Upscale elderly home

Welcare Garden 



Kaze no tani daycare center
• Daycare center where seniors go 

for health check and exercise



Integrated care home
• Facility integrating elderly home with hospital



Community house
• Community house with senior club doing craft





Home of 83 year old female



Home of 88 year old female



Workshop schedule
09.00 

09.45 
10.00 
12.00 
13.00 
15.00 
16.30 
17.00

Intro to co-design in Denmark 
Participatory Design and Co-design methods 
Give&Take example 
Tea break 
Co-design exercise 1: Design Game 
Lunch break 
Co-design exercise 2: Enacting the Future 
Tea break 
Debriefing, pointing to future collaboration 
Closing discussion



The workshop space



Before 9.00, people arriving, mingling



Prof. Sunaga introduces the project



Lone Malmborg introduces PD and co-design, 
and the workshop



Mika Yasuoka Jensen translates



Signe introduces the first Co-design exercise: a 
Design Game (10.00-12.00)

Materials 
• 35 picture cards of people and places (from our 

first three days) 
• 11 situation cards describing people and 

settings for senior activity (based on our visits)

TELLING



Situation cards: examples

John

John, 95 years old, has been a 
farmer all his life and has a 
passion for gardening and 

flowers. He was a victim of the 
2011 tsunami and had to move to 
another part of Japan. At a local 

rehab center, he has now 
established a new garden. He 

loves to care for his flowers and to 
share his joy with the other seniors 

at the center.

The Makerspace

In an old house, Ann runs a senior 
makerspace, where seniors can 

meet, socialize and do crafts 
together. Ann’s mother is one of 
the regular visitors. It is a semi-

public space for senior activities 
that also allows the older adults to 

sell their crafts. 

TELLING



The translator(s) translated the situation cards

Notes were made on the 
cards (in Japanese)

TELLING



Working in pairs, they chose 2 picture 
cards and 2 situation cards that reflect 
the situation for elderly in Japan

TELLING



They presented their cards and 
explained why they chose them

TELLING



They clustered the cards on 
the game board, and wrote 
notes on themes identified

TELLING



Finally, they chose a theme 
to work on in exercise 2, 
which was marked by a 
wire to constrain the size

TELLING



Lunch break



Signe introduces the second Co-design exercise: 
Enacting the future (13.00-15.00)

MAKING



With inspiration from a set 
of 14 ‘what-if’-cards, they 
started to make a scene for 
enacting a doll scenario 

MAKING



The scenarios should have 
3 scenes: current situation, 
change, and future

Dolls were dressed

MAKING



The scenarios were 
rehearsed in the groups

MAKING



Tea break



The scenarios were enacted for 
all participants and recorded

ENACTING



Debriefing 
Groups were then asked to write down 

five observations



Closing discussion


